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The problem of the study was to determine if executive

level secretaries in the Dallas-Fort Worth area did use and

need shorthand training. Also if training was offered, at

what level of school should it begin, and how long a program

was necessary.

The findings indicated the majority of executive level

secretaries in the Dallas-Fort Worth area use the skill of

manual shorthand. The sources for' these findings were

personal interviews conducted with the aid of an interview

guideline. Also, the secretaries interviewed concluded that

the boss was the determining factor in how correspondence

was handled.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The capitalistic society of our country is based on the

free enterprise system. This free enterprise system is

composed of businesses large and small that provide the

goods and services that maintain and sustain the lifestyles

of the American people. As educators of prospective

employees of these businesses, we must address the ever

changing curriculum needs of students who will be entering

the business world.

To effectively do this, we must be cognizant of the

world of business and its ever changing complexities. If

there is one certainty in the world of business, that

certainty is change.

Change in the communicating systems of business has

advanced at an increasingly accelerated speed. The use of

computers and the ability to network systems has made the

transfer of information instantaneous. The advent of the

car telephone has added another dimension to what can be

accomplished during commuting time. Distances and time have

been transformed with the use of the FAX machine to

communicate and process information. The new technology has

1
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changed the way secretaries perform their duties.

Therefore, their preparation for careers may need to be re-

evaluated.

While the new technology has promoted efficient use of

time, businesses still need to be as cost effective as

possible. Profit margins are shrinking and every asset has

to be maximized. No crystal ball can be found to predict

with certainty the characteristics of the office or the

careers of the future. However, cost effectiveness will

always be a factor in business decisions. (9)

For some time there has been a debate about the

emerging role of the secretary in the modern office among

all these changes. A current assumption is that secretaries

will no longer need the skill of manual shorthand.

Promoters of the automated office espouse the view that

shorthand is a skill no longer of use in the modern office.

According to these promoters, the duties formerly assigned

to an executive secretary will be divided between a word

processing center and an administrative assistant. The

advances in dictation equipment will make shorthand an

obsolete and an expensive mode of communication. Business

educators must determine if these predictions present an

accurate and valid picture of the office environment of the

future and if their curriculum needs to be adjusted

accordingly. However, these predictions assume that

shorthand's only contribution to the office arena is in the
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traditional dictation and transcription of letters.

Since the traditional role shorthand has played in the

office environment has been greatly changed by the advent of

word processing, some business educators have felt that

shorthand occupied an exaggerated place in the business

curriculum for secretaries. Barnes prepared an extensive

study of the question of shorthand usage in 1980. (1) The

study revealed that shorthand was still a useful skill to be

included in secretarial curriculum. However. Barnes

recommended that another study be done in approximately five

years in order to re-evaluate the need for shorthand at that

time.

During the ten years that have passed since Barnes'

study, many high school programs have dropped shorthand from

their curriculum. Some Junior colleges have declined to

offer shorthand in their programs for secretarial science

students. Many factors may have impacted these decisions.

Perhaps the commitment to two years to learn the shorthand

skill has contributed to the decline in interest by

students. (6) Also, a perceived lack of need for the skill

of shorthand may have influenced the decision. The need to

add computer literacy to the student's curriculum and the

limited amount of time available to students for electives

could also have influenced this change.

While schools are increasingly dropping shorthand from

their curriculum, in Newswek, Mabry exposes the critical
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need for shorthand-trained secretaries. (5) The shortage of

trained secretaries with shorthand skills has allowed the

secretaries to negotiate compensation packages that were

once the prerogative of the executives alone. Projections

indicate that the work force in the United States will

experience shortages due to the declining birthrate in the

next decade.

Predictions indicate that during the year 2000, 47

percent of the workforce will be women. (11) This workforce

will be working in the new office environment of the future.

Technology will have to be mastered in order to function in

this environment. Many of the old skills are stepping

stones to using the new technology. An example is that the

keyboard of the computer and the typewriter are basically

the same. The car telephone has added a new dimension to

the ability of executives to utilize their time effectively.

It also can be used as a dictaphone with the added advantage

of two-way communication. Executives can now direct

activities, set up schedules and dictate letters while

stopped in traffic on the freeway. Executives who

previously avoided the use of dictation equipment may find

their dislike of talking to machines has been mediated by

the fact that the telephone allows instant feedback and

discussion when advantageous.

The foundation upon which all business communication is

conducted within the United States is English. Correct
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English is the basic component of word processing. Word

processing and computer networking as mediums of

communication are still judged by the effectiveness of their

results. In a study done by Schooley, where business

subjects were considered essential as an educational

requirement, 50 percent of all the respondents assigned

written communication a high level of importance. (8)

This written communication whether it be typed or

keyboarded, is still basically entered into the system by

touch typing. A secretary who types 60 words per minute on

a typewriter will quite often find productivity doubled by

the use of a word processor. Every word processor needs a

source, be it a longhand written draft or shorthand notes.

The rough draft may just consist of a list of instructions

given to the secretary. The secretary who can take

instruction in manual shorthand and process it into

effective communication becomes a valuable asset to the

organization.

Business educators have to maintain close communication

with the business world if they are to function effectively.

The modern office has many opportunities which need

different types of preparation. Education must constantly

be assessing its curriculum to be sure it prepares students

to succeed in today's business environment. Most futuristic

predictions see the majority of workers involved in

technology, information, or service. If these predictions
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are accurate and are realized, the secretarial position will

be a catalyst that involves all three--technology,

information, and service. How to best prepare future

workers to succeed in this environment is the duty of

education. Therefore, the curriculum in education should

reflect courses that will assist the student in succeeding

in their chosen field, along with strong foundations in

basic skills that are necessary to .interact with the new

technology.

A study done in 1984 at the University of Maryland

explored the curriculum needs as perceived by five interest

groups. These interest groups were currently enrolled

students, secretarial program graduates, faculty, employers,

and advisory committee members. (10) The study that is

pursued in this research project involves only one group,

which is the executive level secretaries who are currently

employed in the business sector and their perception of what

is necessary to succeed in their chosen careers. By

interviewing executive level secretaries currently in the

field, it was felt that valuable information could be gained

from their experience.

In 1984, at the University of Arkansas, Bennett did a

study to determine if the demand for shorthand-trained

secretaries justified the inclusion of shorthand in the

curriculum. The population consisted of businesses in

Arkansas involved in five occupational groups:
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manufacturing firms, banks, hospitals, insurance agencies,

and legal firms. From the employers surveyed, no consensus

of opinion could be drawn regarding shorthand as a

requirement for a secretarial position. Bennett's research

was conducted from the employer's point of view. (2)

However, the research for this study from the employee's

point of view also differed from Bennett's research due to

the population. The population as defined in this research

project represented a wide public sector.

This research project was designed to assist business

educators who train students at the high school and college

level. Furthermore, information gained from this study was

desired to help educators when evaluating their current

shorthand curriculum and help them plan for future demands

of employers. According to The Dallas Morning News,

secretaries are still in demand. (4) In an article in the

Business Education World, the Bureau of Labor Statistics

reported that there will be more than 530,000 secretarial

positions available every year during the 1990's and that

supply will not keep up with demand. In New York City,

17,000 secretarial positions open each year. The Katharine

Gibbs Schools in the Northeast during 1988 received 14,000

requests for secretaries. (3) These predicted shortages,

coupled with the hiring crisis of the 1990's due to an

overall decline in the labor pool, exacerbates the demand

for secretarial-trained personnel.
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Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to determine the need for

shorthand training by executive level secretaries employed

by large businesses in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Furthermore, the degree and level of skill necessary in

training to assure efficiency in the workplace as related to

shorthand curriculum was also evaluated.

Questions Related to the Problem

In addition to research questions essential to the

primary problem of the study, the following secondary

questions were addressed:

1. When was the secretary first introduced to

shorthand?

2. How long did it take to master the shorthand skill?

3. How is shorthand used in the current job?

4. Does the way shorthand is used currently mandate a

change in teaching methods?

5. What other skill was necessary to success in

mastering the skill of shorthand?

6. What shorthand speed was necessary to function

effectively in the workplace?

The hypothesis of this study is that there is no

significant difference between shorthand-trained executive

secretaries and nonshorthand-trained executive secretaries.
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In addition, the size of the organization has no effect on

the need for shorthand training.

Purposes

The purposes of this study:

1. To assess the demand for secretaries trained to use

manual shorthand.

2. To evaluate curriculum needs for high school and

junior college secretarial programs, based on the study's

findings.

3. To determine if high schools and Junior colleges

are providing relevant training to students when they

include manual shorthand in their curriculum.

4. To develop a survey instrument which addresses

specified concerns related to the need for shorthand-trained

executive secretaries in large businesses.

Delimitations of the Study

Only the top 100 entities listed in directories

published by the Chambers of Commerce of Fort Worth and

Dallas were included in this study. These entities included

both the public and private sector. Selection was based on

total number of employees.

Only secretaries determined to be at the executive

level were candidates for this study. No stratification was

made within the study for levels of executive secretaries.
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When reporting the findings of the study, lower, middle, and

top level executive secretary responses were treated with

equal value.

Limitations of the Study

The possibility that large numbers of secretaries are

employed in the sectors of businesses that are not major

employers in terms of numbers definitely exist.

No effort was exerted to interview more than one

executive secretary with each firm. The firm chose the

secretary to be interviewed. The secretary could be a lower

level executive secretary or the top level executive

secretary in the firm.

These limitations should be considered when evaluating

the data of this study. However, it is felt that the

findings are representative of the executive secretaries

employed by the large businesses in the metroplex. No

attempt was made to test the respondent's skill level in any

area.

Definition of Terms

The following terms will have limited meaning and are

defined for this study as follows:

1. DICTATING-TRANSCRIBING EQUIPMENT - machine to

record dictation which can be played back for transcription.

2. MANUAL SHORTHAND - type of system which provides for

.w. ;, " -, " i
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the taking of verbal communication with a pen or pencil in

hand.

3. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - employee who is an executive

assistant and possesses a mastery of office skills,

demonstrates the ability to assume responsibility without

direct supervision, exercises initiative and judgment, and

makes decisions within the scope of assigned authority.

4. WORD PROCESSING - production of written

communication and data through the use of technical

equipment.

5. TRANSCRIPTION - the act of taking longhand drafts,

shorthand notes, or machine dictation and producing written

communication.

6. LARGE EMPLOYER - employs 10,000 to 31,000 people

6. MEDIUM EMPLOYER - employs 1,000 to 10,000 people

7. SMALL EMPLOYER - employs 450 to 1,000 people

Research Questions

In order to pursue this study, the following questions

were asked:

1. Is shorthand used while performing duties at your

present position?

2. Was shorthand a requirement for your present

position?

3. If shorthand is not used, do you feel that the

knowledge of shorthand would assist you in your secretarial
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duties?

4. Does the executive use shorthand or dictaphone

equipment in processing correspondence?

5. What duties require the use of shorthand?

6. Does the skill of shorthand bring the reward of a

better salary?

7. When and where were you introduced to shorthand?

8. How long did it take you to master the skill of

shorthand?

9. What type of English student were you?

Procedures

The Business and Industry Guide, a publication of the

Dallas Chamber of Commerce, and Major Employers in Fort

Worth and Tarrant County, a publication of the Fort Worth

Chamber of Commerce, were used. These sources identified

the major employers for this study.

A major employer was identified by the number of total

employees. The top one hundred firms per publication as

identified by number of employers were contacted by mail.

In this letter, a request was made for a contact person

within each organization. This contact person was to select

a secretary to participate in the project. (See Appendix A)

If a response was not received, the businesses were

contacted by telephone for a response.

No attempt was made to select top secretaries in each
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organization, rather the selection was made by definition of

executive secretary. This allowed for interviews of all

levels of executive secretaries. A random sample was not

used, but some objectivity was gained by having the employer

choose the secretary.

No attempt was made to classify businesses other than

number of total employees. The businesses were divided into

three categories, dependent upon number of employees. These

categories are: large businesses, those who employ between

10,000 and 31,000 people; medium businesses, those who

employ between 1,000 and 10,000 people; and small

businesses, those who employ between 450 and 1,000 people.

Survey Instrument

An interview guideline was designed to gather the data.

The guideline was reviewed by Dr. McLeod and revisions were

made where necessary. There were several companies that

declined to take part in the study due to their company

policy of not to release the names of employees. In those

instances, the companies were dropped from the study. (See

Appendix B) Interviews were conducted with careful

attention to follow interview guideline.

Analysis of the Data.

The Chi Square Test of Independence was used to

evaluate the data. The findings were reported in percentage

tables and frequencies. Statistical evaluation was followed
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by a descriptive discussion of important findings. A

thorough discussion of procedures and methods is presented

in Chapter III.

Organization of the Study

Chapter I. Introduction of the study. Presents the

problems and questions related to the study, presents the

purposes of the study, indicates the delimitations and

limitations of the study, and defines terms as related to

this specific study. A brief overview of the procedures of

the study is stated.

Chapter II. Consists of a review of related research

and literature.

Chapter III. Develops in detail all methods and

procedures followed to conduct the research study, collect

the data, and determine the manner in which the data was

processed.

Chapter IV. Contains the findings of the study.

Chapter V. Presents a summary of the study,

conclusions drawn from the study, and gives recommendations

and implications as supported by the research.

.. MI - . - R " - , 0 , ". I , Im, I, I ". .. .... 1w
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CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter is devoted to research and related

literature regarding the demand, utilization, success, and

need for shorthand-trained secretaries. The University of

North Texas Willis Library was very helpful in conducting a

computer search of the literature in relation to this topic.

A 'search of the data bases of the ERIC (Educational Resource

Information Center) and the BRS (Bibliographic Retrieval

Services) was used.

Current Status of Shorthand

Due to the predictions that word processing would do

away with the need for shorthand-trained secretaries, many

shorthand programs have been dropped from high school

curriculums. Barnes in her research study completed in 1980

states the following:

Business students must realize that their ability to
take shorthand may make the difference in being chosen for
an excellent job with advancement potential. Expert
shorthand skills still seem to be the door to executive
secretarial positions (3).

New technology has given rise to the school of thought

that shorthand will soon be an obsolete skill, not needed in

the computerized office of today and the future. Dictation

and transcription equipment has been promoted as the

17
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correspondence method of the future office environment. An

article published in a Modern Office February 1983 issue

indicates the popularity of dictating machines in the office

situation is not increasing, while the requirement for good

shorthand is on the way up. The ability to take down

telephone messages in shorthand increases the general

efficiency of the office, and therefore, has created a

demand for shorthand-trained personnel. (15)

Predictions are that word processing centers are to

handle all business correspondence in the modern office.

The cost of correspondence must be considered in the office

of the future and shrinking profits dictate that attention

to the bottom line is essential when making business

decisions. One question that should be answered is, "What

method is used most often when replying to business

correspondence and is this method consistent with cost

effectiveness?" Also, is the maintenance of a word

processing center profitable for all businesses?

Will all businesses have secretarial positions in the

future? Since one of the purposes of this study is to

determine if there is a demand for secretaries, an article

published in the December 1978 issue of Forbes magazine

might be valuable since it describes the.situation at that

time. The article Forbes magazine published was entitled

"The Secretary is Becoming an Endangered Species." The

options of women to choose careers of any type is cited as a
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contributing factor to the expected shortage of qualified

secretaries. Women no longer were given the options of

three careers to become teachers, nurses, or secretaries.

With a wider range of career openings available, it is

inevitable that the three former career options would be

facing manpower shortages. The shortage of well-trained

secretaries has resulted in lowering of standards. Lack of

secretaries who can take shorthand and type over 65 words

per minute have forced companies to use temporary agencies

to keep up with day-to-day business. The economics of this

shortage has forced salaries up while the Women's Movement

has tended to downplay the prestige of secretarial work.

This article is eleven years old. (6) Further exploration

of current literature should disclose whether these

conditions still prevail.

Three years after the article appeared in Forbes, Lois

J. Bachman presented a dissertation entitled "The Multiple

Factors Related to Attrition and Achievement in Required

Business Courses by Community College First-Semester

Secretarial Science Students." The problem of high attrition

rates have confronted educators as well as contributing to

ultimate shortage of well-trained secretaries in the

workplace. Bachman's study of the multiple factors that

contribute to attrition as related to secretarial science

students resulted in several recommendations. Assistance

and counseling with registration was recommended to assure
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core courses were available to students. Current teaching

methods should be evaluated to assist students in meeting

the primary goal of job preparation. Constant evaluation

and feedback should be available for the student. Summer

workshops should be available for students to advance basic

study skills as well as language and mathematical skills.

Any communication between high schools and community

colleges that can improve the student's preparation for

success is recommended. The Bachman study found that the

students who succeeded in the secretarial program expressed

more confidence in the role their high school experience had

in preparation for college work than the students who did

not succeed. (1)

The attrition rate in college secretarial programs

would indicate a shortage of trained secretaries might occur

in the future. To alleviate the high attrition rate, Anna

M. Hern suggests in her thesis, "Prediction of Shorthand

Transcription Success in a Two-Year College", that a

predictor of shorthand transcription success would assist in

advising students interested in secretarial careers. Since

a high dropout rate in shorthand students frequently occurs,

English scores could be used as predictors of success in

shorthand transcription. Pretests in Business English

administered for comparison with final grades in Business

English could help determine whether scores from such tests

might serve as indicators for success in shorthand
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transcription and Business English. She also recommended

that shorthand students should be administered intelligence

tests to show whether there is a relationship between basic

intelligence and shorthand transcription proficiency.

Punctuation test scores from Business English should be

compared with final examination test scores from shorthand

to learn if such punctuation tests could be used as

indicators of shorthand transcription success. (8)

Bachman's conclusion that attitude toward high school

preparation had a definite result in success or failure at

the post secondary level would validate and support the need

for a closer relationship between high schools and community

colleges. This would improve the students' confidence in

their ability to succeed at the college level.

The same year Ann Hern did her study on shorthand and

two years after the article on expected shortage of

secretaries appeared in Forbes magazine, Cynthia C. Barnes

completed her dissertation "The Utilization of Shorthand by

Secretaries in Large Businesses in the Dallas-Fort Worth

Area With Implications for Instruction in Business Education

at the Collegiate Level." The dissertation addressed two

questions. Are colleges justified in offering manual

shorthand within their curriculum and was there a demand for

secretaries in the Dallas-Fort Worth area with the skill of

manual shorthand? Cynthia Barnes did a very thorough and

complete job in conducting her research. The conclusions
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that were found from this research are as follows:

1. Secretaries for large businesses, 69.9 percent, use

the skill of manual shorthand.

2. Top management required the use of shorthand more

often than other levels of management.

3. The skill of shorthand was rewarded with higher

salaries.

4. In terms of numbers, shorthand was used more often

than dictating-transcribing equipment.

5. Due to the difficulty in finding qualified

secretaries trained in the skill of shorthand, fewer

employers are requiring shorthand in job descriptions.

6. Employers have resorted to a variety of means to

reply to correspondence. The requirement for secretaries to

be able to compose correspondence as well as to type from

handwritten drafts is essential.

7. Secretaries employed by large businesses will

continue to need shorthand at least for the next five years.

8. The oil and gas and finance industries will

continue to rely heavily on secretaries with shorthand

abilities.

9. Shorthand was found to be used by secretaries to

increase their speed and efficiency when recording telephone

messages, taking notes and instructions, and attending to

daily duties. (3)

The Barnes study was done in 1981. The implications
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to today can only be determined by examining current

research to see if the Barnes findings are valid in the

workplace today. But this is difficult to do since there

has been little research done later than the Barnes study

relating to shorthand use. A study done at Michigan State

University by Samuel Scammon, four years prior to the Barnes

study, while pertaining to a slightly different thesis did

contain a survey of the use of shorthand by secretaries. In

earlier studies the percentage of use of shorthand by

secretaries working for large companies was much higher than

in the Barnes study. However, the Scammon study did note

that due to the fact that in some cases only secretaries who

used shorthand were surveyed, the results might be

questioned. (14) Barnes took care in her study to see that

secretaries at all levels were surveyed.

In 1981, Shirley White completed a dissertation

entitled "The Current Status of Shorthand With Implications

for Curriculum Change." (17) Her findings corroborated the

findings of Cynthia Barnes a year earlier in most areas.

The one area of difference was the most commonly used method

by which managers reply to correspondence. Barnes' study

found longhand drafts to be used second to oral instruction.

While Shirley White identified longhand drafts as the most

commonly used method by which managers reply to

correspondence, the time involved with its inherent cost at

the executive level gave rise to the bottom line effect of
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this type of communication. The cost of this type of

correspondence can be very expensive. The salary that an

executive makes must be factored in to the cost in time

involved to prepare longhand drafts. Three years later in

1984, Marianne Bennett stated in her dissertation, "The Need

for Shorthand by Secretaries With Implications For

Instruction in Business Education," that writing a longhand

draft for the secretary was the most often used method when

preparing correspondence. (4) Furthermore in 1985, a

dissertation prepared by Paula Ferguson Witt found that no

consensus could be reached from her study on the issue of

inclusion of shorthand in office practice courses. (18)

These works might lead one to think that the debate on

including shorthand in secretarial curriculum had been

resolved and the shortage of secretaries is a problem of the

past.

A study of graduates of Dordt and Northwestern (Iowa)

Colleges in 1987 addressed the extent of shorthand use in

their respective positions. General findings of the study

were that 52 percent of the graduates believed that

shorthand should be continued to be taught for recording

dictation. Seventy percent of the graduates believed that

shorthand should continued to be taught for personal use,

and sixty percent of the people felt that shorthand should

be continued because of its related learning values. (16)

Business Education Forum, in its April, 1988 issue,
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cites that a strong demand for secretaries is present in

1988. The source of this information was a survey conducted

by The Secrgtary magazine and Professional Secretaries

International Research and Educational Foundation. The

survey, which was done by observing help wanted

advertisements in 24 United States cities and 5 Canadian

cities, showed a 25 percent increase over 1987 figures;

therefore, the survey found that a strong need for

secretaries definitely existed. (5) The Dallas Morning News

ran an article in the Sunday, February 7, 1988, edition that

verified help wanted advertisements for secretaries were up

25 percent. It went on to elaborate that executive

secretary advertisements requiring shorthand were up 52

percent compared to 48 percent for the previous year. The

large number of advertisements indicates that qualified

secretaries will be harder to employ. (9) The Kiplinger

Washington Letter (November 27, 1987) was used in an article

published by Business Education Forum that predicated the

greatest area of shortage would be in specialized fields and

executive positions. While the overall demand for shorthand

trained secretaries decreased, jobs on the executive level

witnessed a 50 percent increase in the demand for shorthand

skilled secretaries. (5)

At the same time, Newsweek published an article

entitled "Anybody Take Shorthand?" (10) This article tells

the story of the benefits that can be derived from having
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the skill of shorthand on the resume. Secretaries are

finding that the job interview takes on a whole new

perspective when they can negotiate from a position of

strength. Demand for secretaries trained in shorthand

allows the secretarial candidate to ask and get extra

incentives once only reserved for management. As mentioned,

a decade ago low esteem for secretaries has led to new

titles such as administrative assistant that connotes

greater prestige.

The argument over the need for shorthand started with

the advent of electronic equipment. The theory was that

productivity would increase since two people would not be

tied up working on the same letter at one time. But the

exchange of first-hand information and instructions is lost

when dictation is given through the medium of dictating

machines. According to an article published in Businss

Education World, over the past two decades productivity has

increased by only 4 percent, which does not equate well with

the amount of money that has been spent on equipment. (13)

Dr. Irol W. Balsley in an article written for MAnagement

World puts the figures and facts of electronic dictation and

transcription under a microscope. The findings attack the

position that shorthand-writing secretaries contribute to

the productivity lag and furthermore increase the cost of

correspondence. Also, Dr. Balsley's findings differ greatly

from the 1978 Dartnell survey indicating the cost of
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business letters. In addition, Balsey seems to use a more

realistic approach when factoring the cost of letter

production. The thesis is that the Dartnell study did not

correctly evaluate and price the time factors. The

consensus of these findings are that secretarial programs

should include both shorthand and machine transcription. (2)

The problems seem to be, to some extent, managers who

either do not know how to dictate or simply choose to write

everything out in longhand. The need for interacting

communication skills between the executive secretary and

managers is prevalent. The salaries that management command

make correspondence very expensive. When the management has

to write everything out in longhand before it can be

processed, the cost goes up exponentially.

In the 1981 study by White that showed managers most

frequently used longhand drafts to reply to correspondence,

she explored the status of shorthand with its implications

for curriculum change. The population for the study was

selected businesses, government agencies, and .educational

institutions in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Among the other

findings resulting from this study were: higher level

secretaries indicated a greater skill of manual shorthand,

shorthand was used as a screening tool by personnel

directors, and shorthand speeds of 80 - 100 words per minute

were sufficient in most cases to obtain employment. The

results of this study, if transferrable to other similar
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areas, might indicate a modification in the way shorthand is

taught and the length of time that is devoted to the skill.

(18))

From the articles and literature surveyed, it can be

concluded that there is definitely a demand for trained

secretaries. Furthermore, there is a need for secretaries

who have acquired the skill of shorthand. Consistently, a

large percentage of upper level secretarial jobs require

shorthand. While shorthand is not required for entry level

positions, the skill appears to be desirable for upper level

jobs. This might be an indication that secretaries trained

in shorthand would be more promotable. However, this was

not stated in the literature surveyed and would have to be

researched in detail to validate.

All of the studies previously discussed have agreed

with the conclusion that shorthand should be continued in

the secretarial science curriculum. However, in the

following studies, a different conclusion was drawn.

In an area served by the Iowa Valley Community College

District, a research project was conducted by Woodward in

1987. Woodward's study contradicted the previous studies

mentioned in this syntheses of literature concerning the

need for shorthand-trained secretaries. Woodward predicted

that shorthand training would not be applicable for

executive secretarial job responsibilities in 1997. The

study was conducted among secretaries and supervisors in the
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area served by the Iowa Valley Community College District.

(19)

To further contradict previous articles stated, a

survey of newspaper help-wanted advertisements in 1986

indicated that there had been an increase in advertisements

requiring word processing and computer skills (38.9 percent)

while advertisements requiring shorthand or note-taking

skills were down for the second year. This survey also

indicated that average salaries offered were higher than the

previous year. This article seems to take a mutually

exclusive position toward the two skills of word processing

and shorthand. (16)

In the periodical Office, Matney-Mervis documented the use

of computers to control cost. The organization studied was

the Christian Children's Fund. The organization chose a

mini-computer system and utilized two secretaries to perform

training functions after they had completed the vendor's

training course. The results of this experiment led the

organization to more cost-effective ways of corresponding

than using shorthand or dictation machines. (11)

Modern Office Technology published an article in 1984

entitled, "While the Rest of the Office Automates, Why Keep

Pushing a Pencil?" The article espouses electronic

dictation as an enhancement to creativity. It promotes

electronic dictation as a time-saver when related to

paperwork. Portable dictation units allow business
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executives to record ideas any place, any time. A telephone

or handset allows executives to record ideas, memos, and

letters at their discretion. This article also states cost

figures for dictating and transcribing an average business

letter from shorthand notes as $7.60, while the cost of a

letter machine-dictated is $5.70. These cost figures are

1983 figures. (12)

It is no wonder that business educators are faced with

the problem of whether to include shorthand in the

curriculum when there are so many conflicting opinions.

Modern Office. Volume 22 in February of 1983 published an

article stating the secretarial market in particular will

experience changes in 1983. The requirement for good

shorthand is expected to increase. (15)

SUMMARY

All of the literature reviewed indicates that

secretaries will be in demand now and in the future. This

demand represents a serious problem to business executives.

If education is to fulfill its purpose of preparing students

to enter the workforce, then educators must address the

needs of the workplace. How best to fulfill the

responsibilities of educating the future workforce is

imperative.

It is evident that shorthand is and will continue to be

a valid skill needed in the workplace. How the skill will
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be used to assist in the accomplishment of assigned duties

may change. The skill of shorthand has a value that cannot

be narrowly defined into one job activity.

A relevant business education that includes English and

shorthand will equip a student to master dictation-

transcribing equipment within a short period of time. The

results of using word processing equipment flow directly

from the comprehension of basic English skills.

Unbiased research is a way to evaluate the educational

programs to determine if they need to be revised, updated,

deleted, or expanded. The business community is the best

source of information as regards current and future business

practices. Certain skills in the business community are

universal and transferrable. Included in this group of

skills are: Communication (grammar, punctuation,

language/usage), typing or keyboarding, and shorthand.

With these skills, adaptation to any area of the country or

any type of business can be accomplished.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

This chapter will describe the methods and procedures

used to gather data and analyze information in this research

study. The individual interview survey method of research

was used to determine the ramifications for high school and

junior college secretarial science curriculum based upon the

use and need of shorthand by executive level secretaries in

major businesses in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Identification of major employers was based upon total

number of employees in the area. Local employees were

identified as permanent, full-time, or part-time salaried or

commissioned positions located within the specified area.

All temporary, seasonal, or volunteer positions were

excluded from the totals.

Source of Major Employers

The Business Industry Guide for 1988 and 1989,

published by the Dallas Chamber of Commerce was used to

classify the major employers in the Dallas primary

metropolitan statistical area. The counties that are in the

35
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the Dallas Primary Metropolitian Statistical Area are:

Collin, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Kaufman, Rockwall. Since

Tarrant County employers were excluded from this directory,

the directory published by the Fort Worth Chamber of

Commerce was also used. That directory entitled, Major

Employers in Fort Worth and Tarrant County for 1988, lists

employers in order of total number of employees.

The firms were chosen from publications made available

by the Chambers of Commerce in Dallas and Fort Worth. Both

directories contained lists of major employers by number of

employees. Identification was based upon top one hundred

firms in each directory, while number of employees in one

geographical area might be considerably less than the other

area.

These directories supplied the following information

about each of the organizations listed: (1) Name of the

entity, (2) Physical location and mailing address,. (3) Name

of chief executive officer or highest level official in that

entity for that area, (4) Telephone number, (5) Type of

entity as brief description of service or product provided

(6) Standard Industrial Classification Code as used in the

manual published by the U. S. Government, (7) Number of

employees that the firm employs in respected areas.

The directory of Tarrant County listed a total of 448

entities. The Dallas directory listed 201 entities. The

Tarrant County directory employer ranged from 30,000 to 450,
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while the range of employers in Dallas County was 31,000 to

1,300. Obviously, smaller entities were contacted to

participate in Tarrant County than in Dallas County.

However, to equalize the distribution, only the top 100

companies in each directory were notified and asked to

participate in the survey.

No attempt was made to classify the entities according

to Standard Industrial Classification. The directories

listed the entities by number of employees. The top one

hundred firms in each directory was contacted to participate

in the study. A population of 105 executive level

secretaries was identified in these entities.

Establishment of Sample of Secretaries

Only executive level secretaries were used in this

study since their level of expertise would indicate success

in their chosen field. No distinction was drawn as to

levels of executive secretaries.

A letter was sent to the chief executive- officer or the

head of the entity as listed in the directory. A copy of

the letter is found in Appendix A. The letter requested the

name of a person within the organization who could identify

an executive level secretary to participate in the study.

No criteria was given for the selection of a secretary

except that the person be currently employed at the

executive level. The guideline was that results or
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responses would be obtained from top level, middle level, or

lower level secretaries.

The entities were requested to respond by mail or

telephone. Two hundred letters were mailed. The initial

response was 19 percent through correspondence. A follow-up

call was initiated to entities who did not respond.

When a total of one hundred affirmative responses were

received, no further attempt was made to contact the

remaining non-respondents. Four major companies refused to

participate in the study. Their reason for not

participating in the study was that they refrained from

giving out information on any employee. However, one of the

major employers had already agreed and supplied an executive

level secretary to be interviewed. Since the interview had

already been completed, it is included in the survey.

Construction of the Interview Guideline

The interview guideline was developed after studying

theses, doctoral dissertations, and professional journal

questionnaires. In order to determine if shorthand was a

valuable skill, the guideline was directed to find out from

executive secretaries what they determined was the most

beneficial in their training to obtain and maintain

successful career paths. The interview hoped to obtain

information from executive level secretaries that would be

beneficial for educators when planning curriculum.

The first draft of the interview guideline was
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submitted to Dr. McLeod for comments. The guideline was

then revised and used for each personal interview.

The personal interview was determined to be the most

beneficial means for gathering as much data as possible for

the study. The belief that more information would be

gathered from talking to each secretary individually proved

to be accurate and worthwhile. A personal interview was

held with 100 secretaries. Interview guidelines were

followed by the investigator and used during all interviews,

a copy of which can be found in Appendix B.

These interviews resulted in many additional comments

as to the usefulness and need for various studies in the

secretarial area. In appendix C, the additional comments of

the secretaries can be found. Several secretaries requested

results of this study and offered additional information on

training programs within their organizations.

The Processing of the Data

After the interviews were completed, the interview

guidelines were coded in order to be statistically

evaluated. The University of North Texas Computer Center

entered the data into the computer through the use of 80-

column IBM data- processing sheets. After the data were

entered into the computer, the statistical analysis package

MUSIC was used to evaluate the data.

The Chi Square Test of Independence was used to make
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pair-wise comparisons between the size of company and

predominant statistical testing technique. The results of

this statistical analysis are the basis for the tables in

Chapter IV. The Chi Square Test of Independence was used

to make comparisons between what methods executives utilized

in replying to correspondence.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Part I

Introduction

In this chapter, analysis of the data is divided into

two parts. Part I is devoted to responses to the questions

asked in the interview. These results are reported in

tabular form with percentages and frequency counts. Nine

research questions are tested for statistical significance

in Part II.

Tables in Parts I and II were developed from the

computer printouts based on data collected from the

executive level secretaries interviewed.

This statistical analysis was developed with the use of

the Statistical Package of Social Sciences (SPSS) software

at the University of North Texas Computer Laboratory. The

analysis of the data follows the order that the questions

were asked in each interview. The interview guideline is

found in Appendix B.

The Interview Guideline

An interview guideline was developed to follow in each

42
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interview. The purpose was to determine if shorthand was

used in today's office environment and how shorthand was

used. Also, the speeds of shorthand that are needed to

function effectively in today's office environment was an

additional objective. The level of schooling that shorthand

was introduced and how long it took to master the shorthand

skill were also important to the study.

Letters were mailed to 200 business entities in the

Dallas PMSA and Tarrant County. The initial mailout

received a reponse from 19 percent of the business entities

through correspondence. One reponse refused to cooperate in

the study. A follow-up telephone call was made to each

entity and 101 agreed to participate in the study. Four

contacted by telephone refused to participate. The total

responses to the interview questions vary due to the fact

that not all questions are applicable depending on answers

to other questions in the interview.

No attempt was made to classify entities as to type of

goods or services they provide. The classification was done

solely on number of employees. Important to note at this

time is that a study based on this type of population

includes a major portion of the public sector. City, State,

County, and government entities, as well as Independent

School Districts all became part of the population due to

number of employees.

The data collected in the interviews were prepared for

I
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the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The

printouts contained the percentages and frequency of

responses.

Table I presents the three size classifications that

were developed for the research project, the number of

secretaries interviewed in each classification, and the

percentage of population each classification represents.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED

WITH EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES

SIZE NUMBER PERCENT

Large Employer 4 4.0
Medium Employer 72 71.3
Small Employer 25 24.8

Statistics were looked at according to area. Area one

was represented by entities from the Dallas Primary

Metropolitian Statistical Area. Area two represents

entities located in Tarrant County.

TABLE II
LOCATION OF ENTITIES

ENTITIES NUMBER PERCENT

Dallas PMSA 77 76.2
Tarrant County 24 23.8
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Question one on the interview guideline pertained to

the use of shorthand at the secretaries' current position.

A majority of the secretaries interviewed said that they

used shorthand while performing duties at their current

positions, while 44.6 percent said they did not use

shorthand at their current position.

In part two of this chapter a statistical test was

performed on question one to determine if any significant

difference existed between entity size and the use of

shorthand at the current position.

TABLE III
USE OF SHORTHAND AT CURRENT POSITION

RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENT

Uses Shorthand 56 55.4
Does not Use Shorthand 45 44.6

Question two asked what system was used. The responses

were fifty-five (54.5 percent) used the Gregg system, nine

(8.9 percent) used another system, and thirty-five did not

answer since they did not use shorthand at their current

position.

Question three inquired as to the reason why shorthand

is not used. Twenty-seven responded that their boss did not

like to dictate, or 75 percent. Nine responded that they
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did not have the skill, which represents 25 percent. Sixty-

five (64.4 percent) were not asked this question due to

their use of shorthand.

Question four asked if they felt the knowledge of

manual shorthand would be beneficial. This question was

only asked of executive level secretaries who had answered

the first question stating they did not use shorthand at

their current position. Thirteen (33.3 percent) answered

yes, they felt shorthand would be beneficial, while twenty-

six (66.7 percent) felt shorthand would not benefit them in

performing their current duties.

Question five of the interview guideline .asked the

executive secretaries what is the top speed necessary to

operate effectively in their current position. The answers

are reflected in Table IV.

Of the executive secretaries who used shorthand at

their current position, seventeen indicated that a speed of

80 words per minute was sufficient to operate effectively in

their work enviornment. Ten executive level secretaries

responded that less than 80 words per minute was sufficient

to operate effectively at their positions. Twenty-four

executive level secretaries determined that to operate

effectively, shorthand speeds in excess of 80 words per

minute were necessary. The mode and the median was 80 words

per minute.

Question six asked what specific duties involve the use
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of manual shorthand. A tabulation of the results of

interview question six is shown in Table V.

Fifty-seven percent of the executive level secretaries

indicated that letters were the most frequent purpose of

their shorthand use. The next two duties that were

indicated were equally distributed--instruction and

messages. The least-used reason for shorthand utilization

was telephone messages. Some secretaries indicated the

necessity to transcribe each message prevented them from

using shorthand for telephone messages; however, when the

message was lengthy and intended for themselves, they

frequently used shorthand notes.

The advent of the car telephone has led, according to

the executive level secretaries interviewed, a new dimension

to the use of shorthand. The secretaries who responded with

this information stated that it was not unusual for their

employers to call and give lengthy instructions while

traveling in their cars.
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TABLE IV
TOP SPEED NECESSARY TO OPERATE EFFECTIVELY AT

PRESENT EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL POSITION

SHORTHAND SPEED NUMBER PERCENT

50 Words Per Minute 2 3.9
60 Words Per Minute 6 11.8
70 Words Per Minute 1 2.0
75 Words Per Minute 1 2.0
80' Words Per Minute 17 33.3
85 Words Per Minute 3 5.9
90 Words Per Minute 3 5.9

100 Words Per Minute 10 19.6
110 Words Per Minute 3 5.9
120 Words Per Minute 5 9.8

*Five respondents said that they did not
know what speed was necessary since they -had not
been tested in a long time.

TABLE V
USES OF SHORTHAND

PURPOSE NUMBER PERCENT

Letters 30 57.7
Messages 10 19.2
Instructions 10 19.2
Telephone Messages 2 3.8

Question seven on the interview guideline asked if

shorthand was a requirement for their present position and

what was the minimum speed required. Thirty-four (37.8

percent) stated it was a requirement for their current

position. Fifty-six (62.2 percent) stated shorthand was not

a requirement. Eleven did not know what was required at the

present time. Many replied that they felt shorthand was
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used by employers as a screening tool.

Table VI represents the responses to the interview

request for the minimum speed required by employers.

TABLE VI
MINIMUM SPEED REQUIRED

FOR CURRENT POSITION

SHORTHAND SPEED NUMBER PERCENT

60 Words Per Minute 1 7.7
80 Words Per Minute 9 69.2
85 Words Per Minute 1 7.7
90 Words Per Minute 1 7.7

100 Words Per Minute 1 7.7

Question eight on the interview guideline asked if

shorthand skills were tested by their present employer.

Thirty-one (31 percent) replied, yes, their shorthand skills

were tested and sixty-nine (69 percent) replied their

shorthand skills were not tested.

Question nine determined that of the thirty-one

executive secretaries who were tested, nine were tested by

listening to a tape. Twenty were actually dictated a

letter.

Question ten on the interview guideline attempted to

determine if knowledge of shorthand brought a reward of a

higher starting salary. Thirty (30.9 percent) responded

that with their organization, shorthand did bring the reward
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of a higher starting salary, while sixty-seven (69.1

percent) responded that shorthand did not bring the reward

of a higher starting salary at their present positions.

Four respondents did not know if shorthand-trained

secretaries receive a higher starting salary or not.

Question eleven of the interview guideline addresses

the question of dictaphone use. Table VII represents the

data gathered from the secretaries' responses.

Approximately two-thirds of the executive level secretaries

interviewed responded that they did not use dictating-

transcribing equipment.

TABLE VII
DICTAPHONE USE

RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENT

Yes 30 30.9
No 67 69.1

*Four secretaries did not respond.

Question twelve addresses projections of the future.

In an attempt to secure information of possible dictaphone

use in the future, each executive-level secretary who did

not use the dictaphone was asked if the office would adopt

dictaphone use in the future. Six executive secretaries

felt their offices might begin dictaphone use. Thirty-three

said they did not foresee any dictaphone use.
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In Question thirteen, the attempt was made to determine

how long each executive secretary had been in the present

position. The mode was one year and the median was five

years. The complete distribution is presented in the

following table. This research project did not address the

question of how long the executive level secretaries had

worked in the secretarial field. The wide range of years of

service would tend to indicate that executive level

secretaries have chosen a career option with some degree of

longevity.

TABLE VIII
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRESENT POSITION

YEARS NUMBER PERCENT

1 18 17.8
2 12 11.9
3 10 9.9

,4 9 8.9
5 12 11.9
6 4 4.0
7 5 5.0
8 6 5.9
9 8 7.9

10 2 2.0
11 3 3.0
12 1 1.0
15 1 1.0
16 5 5.0
27 1 1.0
29 1 1.0
31 1 1.0
33 2 2.0

Question fourteen wanted to determine at what level of
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schooling shorthand was introduced to the executive

secretaries interviewed. Responses indicated that seventy-

five percent of executive level secretaries were introduced

to shorthand at the high school level. Table IX shows the

results of this question. The results from question

fourteen also rendered a Mean, Median, and Mode of 12th

grade level.

TABLE IX
LEVEL OF EDUCATION THAT SHORTHAND WAS INTRODUCED

EDUCATION LEVEL NUMBER PERCENT

High School Grade 9 2 2.4
High School Grade 10 2 2.4
High School Grade 11 19 22.6
High School Grade 12 40 47.6
College (1) 13 14 16.7
College (2) 14 6 7.1
College (3) 1 1.2

*Total is not 101 because seventeen did
not respond to this question.

Question fifteen asked the question how long the

executive secretary needed to master the skill of shorthand.

The majority of respondents mastered shorthand in a

eighteen-week period. By the end of thirty-six weeks, 78.9

percent had mastered shorthand. The median and mode were

both eighteen weeks. Table X reflects the frequency and

distribution of the executive secretaries' responses.
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TABLE X
LENGTH OF TIME TO MASTER SHORTHAND

WEEKS NUMBER PERCENT

9 8 10.5
18 36 47.4
24 2 2.6
36 14 18.4
72 16 21.1

*Twenty-five did not respond.

Question sixteen asked the length of time taken to

master transcription skills. The responses are shown in

terms of weeks. Table XI shows the distribution and

frequency of responses. The median and mode responses were

eighteen weeks.

TABLE XI
LENGTH OF TIME TO MASTER TRANSCRIPTION SKILLS

WEEKS NUMBER PERCENT

9 6 7.9
18 35 46.1
24 1 1.3
36 18 23.7
72 16 21.1

*Twenty-five did not respond.

Ouestion seventeen asked what level of education had

been attained. The mode was the twelfth grade. Each

additional number represents an additional year of
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education. The education level for seventy-two, or 71.3

percent, of the respondents was an associate degree or less.

Twenty-nine, or 28.7 percent, of the respondents had greater

than an associate's degree level of education. Table XII

represents the responses received. No attempt was made to

determine when the education was attained.

TABLE XII
LEVEL OF EDUCATION ATTAINED

LEVEL NUMBER PERCENT

12 26 25.7
13 22 21.8
14 24 23.8
15 11 10.9
16 17 16.8
18 1 1.0

Question eighteen was an attempt to determine where

executive level secretaries received their secretarial

training. The responses were divided into four categories,

High School, College, Business School, and On the Job.

Table XIII explains the responses gained from this question.

TABLE XIII
SECRETARIAL TRAINING RECEIVED

SCHOOL NUMBER PERCENT

High School 26 26
College 14 14
Business School 19 19
On the Job 41 41
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Over one-fourth of the executive secretaries

interviewed received their secretarial training in high

school, while over one-third of the executive secretaries

received their training on the job. Junior college and

senior college represented one group, and less than 15

percent received their training in these institutions.

The mode for question eighteen was on the job. This

question may in some nature reflect a bias since no attempt

was made to determine the time frame when the secretarial

training was received.

Question nineteen addresses the question of

introduction to dictaphone equipment. The question asked

where the executive level secretary was introduced to the

dictaphone. The responses resulted in a mode of on the job.

Table XIV represents the results.

TABLE XIV
PLACE INTRODUCED TO DICTAPHONE

PLACE NUMBER PERCENT

Grade 11 2 3.2
Grade 12 6 9.7
College Year 13 8 12.9
College Year 14 1 1.6
College Year 16 1 1.6
On the Job 17 44 71.0

Question twenty of the interview guideline attempts to

discover the typing speed when dictaphone was introduced.

The median speed was 70 words per minute and the mode was 60

words per minute.
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Question twenty-one asked the time required to master

dictaphone equipment. The results are indicated in time

frames of weeks. The median and mode was one week.

TABLE XV
TIME TO MASTER DICTAPHONE

TIME NUMBER PERCENT

1 Week 53 86.9
2 Weeks 6 9.8
3 Weeks 2 3.3

Question twenty-two was asked to determine what type of

English student the executive level secretary had been. No

attempt was made to verify their answers. The response of

87.8 percent was that they had always been strong English

students. The remainder or 11.1 percent said they realized

early in their careers the need for strong English skills

and took steps to improve and perfect their English skills.

Question twenty-three, the last interview guideline

question, asked the executive level secretaries to rank in

order of importance what they felt was necessary for success

in a secretarial career. The responses resulted in five

ranks, with rank one being the most important, and rank five

the least important. The following tables indicate results

for ranks one, two, and three.
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TABLE XVI
RANK I

SKILLS NUMBER PERCENT

Organizational 20 20.6
People 18 18.6
Shorthand 2 2.1
Typing 12 12.4
Computer 11 11.3
English 34 35.1

English was the skill that was most often ranked first

in importance. After English, organizational skills were

ranked first in importance.

TABLE XVII
RANK 2

SKILL

Organization
People
Shorthand
Typing
Computer
English

NUMBER

17
18
7

19
22
11

PERCENT

18.1
19.1
7.4

20.2
23.4
11.4

Computer skills were the skills most executive

secretaries ranked second in importance to a successful

executive level career.

in
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TABLE XVIII
RANK 3

SKILL NUMBER PERCENT

Organization 12 15.4
People 8 10.3
Shorthand 3 14.1
Typing 21 26.9
Computer 14 17.9
English 12 15.4

Typing was the most frequent skill ranked third in

importance to career success by the executive level

secretaries interviewed.

The results of Ranks 4 and 5 will not be illustrated,

since the initial question asked for the top three skills

that have contributed to success. Some respondents answered

with more than three skills which necessitated the need for

additional ranks. However, since fifty-five did not respond

with a fourth skill and eighty-two did not respond with a

fifth skill, it was determined the responses were not of a

significant nature.



ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Part II

Introduction

Part II of the data chapter presents statistical

findings related to the eight research questions. The data

were collected from the personal interviews conducted with

each executive level secretary who held a position in a

major entity in either Tarrant County or the Dallas Primary

Metropolitan Statistical Area.

The technique used to test the research questions is

presented along with the results of the test. The

statistical technique that uses the probability that the

frequencies observed in the study differ from theoretical

hypothesized frequencies is the Chi-Square Test of

Independence. Since the data gathered was expressed in

proportion and frequencies, the chi-square test appeared to

be a valid statistical technique for this study.

Furthermore, the independent nature of the data made it

applicable to the chi-square technique. All the data on

each question could be used, which is a requirement for chi-

square testing. The level to determine significance was

.05.

59
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Shorthand Use On Current Job

The research question asked in each interview was, "Is

shorthand used while performing duties at your present

position?" The reason was to determine if there was a

significant use of shorthand in today's office environment.

Table XIX presents the data for research question one.

No significant relationship was found between Dallas PMSA

and Tarrant County regarding the use of shorthand. The

total of executive level secretaries interviewed indicated

that a little over one half used shorthand. The use of

shorthand by secretaries seems to be the same whether the

population is located in the Dallas PMSA or Tarrant County.

The use of shorthand by size of company is analyzed in

Table XX. Due to the nature of the chi-square test, large-

and medium-size entities were combined into one entity.

Only four respondents could be categorized as large entities

and that number does not represent enough response to

achieve a valid test. A chi-square analysis was done to

determine if any relationship existed between the use of

shorthand and the size of the entity. The majority of

secretaries who did use shorthand is indicated by 56, or

55.4 percent. No significant relationship was found between

the use of shorthand and the size of entity.
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TABLE XIX

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF USE OF SHORTHAND
AT PRESENT POSITIONS, ACCORDING TO AREA

SECRETARY'S RESPONSE

AREA YES NO TOTAL
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

DALLAS
PMSA 41 73.2 36 80.0 77 55.4

TARRANT
COUNTY 15 26.8 9 20.0 24 44.6

TOTAL 56 100.0 45 100.0 101 100.0

chi-square= .63418, df= 1, significance= .42583

TABLE XX

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF USE OF SHORTHAND
AT PRESENT POSITION BY ENTITY SIZE

MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
USE NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

YES 44 78.6 12 21.4 56 55.4

NO 32 71.1 13 28.9 45 44.6

TOTAL 76 75.2 25 24.8 -101 100.0

chi-square= .74556, df= 1, significance= .38789
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Shorthand as a Requirement

Table XXI presents the data for research question

two, which asked if shorthand was a requirement for the

present position. First the data was analyzed to see if

shorthand was required more in the Dallas PMSA or in Tarrant

County. The comparison showed there was no significant

difference due to location. However, the percentage who

require shorthand (37.8 percent) is considerably lower than

the percentage who use shorthand (55.4 percent).

Approximately one-third (37.8 percent) require shorthand,

while approximately two-thirds (62.2 percent) do not.

When the chi-square analysis of shorthand

requirement as compared to entity size was completed, the

results indicated that 26.4 percent of large entities

required shorthand, which represents roughly one-fourth of

those entities surveyed. The majority of companies (62.2

percent) do not require shorthand. The results of this

analysis is reported in Table XXII. In this table* the

major employers and medium-size employers were combined due

to the characteristics of the chi-square test. The results

did not indicate a significant difference between entity

size and the requirement for shorthand.
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TABLE XXI

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SHORTHAND AS A REQUIREMENT
ACCORDING TO DALLAS AND TARRANT COUNTY

SECRETARY'S RESPONSE

AREA YES NO TOTAL
NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

DALLAS
PMSA 23 67.6 44 78.6 67 74.4

TARRANT
COUNTY 11 32.4 12 14.3 23 25.6

TOTAL 34 100.0 57 100.0 101 100.0

chi-square= 1.32708, df= 1, significance= .24932

TABLE XXII

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SHORTHAND AS A REQUIREMENT
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF ENTITY

MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
REQUIRE NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

YES 29 85.3 5 14.7 34 37.8

NO 41 73.2 15 26.8 56 62.2

TOTAL 70 77.8 20 22.2 90 100.0

chi-square= 1.78609, df- 1, significance= .18140
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Does Shorthand Assist?

Research question three attempts to determine if

secretaries who do not currently use shorthand feel that

shorthand would assist them. Due to the small size of this

sample, the results will be questionable, but they are

included due to the need for total perspective. The results

are evaluated according to size of entity and presented on

Table XXIII.

Shorthand and Dictating-Transcribing Equipment

Research question four tried to ascertain if shorthand

and dictating-transcribing equipment were both. used by the

executive level secretaries interviewed to perform their

secretarial duties. First, an analysis was done to

determine if location had any effect on these results. This

analysis is presented in Table XXIV, and the analysis shows

the most significant relationship that was found in this

study. But at the .05 level of significance, no significant

relationship exists. However, the results clearly indicate

that one method is used (73.3 percent).

When the chi-square analysis of methods is used

according to entity size, there is no significant relation-

ship found. Sixty of the executive level secretaries use

only one method and not a combination. The analysis

indicates that there is no relationship between size of

entity and methods used. Table XXV reports the results.
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TABLE XXIII

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SECRETARIES WHO THINK THE KNOWLEDGE
OF SHORTHAND WOULD ASSIST THEM IN THEIR SECRETARIAL DUTIES

ASSIST MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
DUTIES NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

YES 11 84.6 2 15.4 13 33.3

NO 16 64.5 10 38.5 26 66.7

TOTAL 27 69.2 12 30.8 39 100.0

chi-square= 2.16667, df= 1, significance= .14103

TABLE XXIV

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF METHODS USED IN
DPMSA AND TARRANT COUNTY

DALLAS PMSA TARRANT COUNTY TOTAL
METHODS NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

ONE 60 81.1 14 18.9 74 73.3

BOTH 17 63.0 10 37.0 27 26.7

TOTAL 77 76.2 24 23.8 101 100.0

chi-square= 3.58460, df= 1, significance= .05832
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Duties That Require Shorthand

Research question number five could not be tested

according to the chi-square test. The question asked what

duties required the use of shorthand. The response was too

varied to obtain a valid sample size to conduct a chi-square

test. However, the fifty-six secretaries who do use

shorthand stated that shorthand correspondence represented

57.7 percent of their shorthand use.

Shorthand as an Asset

The research question number six attempts to

determine if shorthand knowledge brings the reward of a

higher salary. This question is analyzed two ways--once by

location and again by entity size. Table XXVI looks at the

question according to location. There was no significant

relationship between location and reward at .05 level of

significance.

The research question concerning salary was

analyzed according to entity size in Table XXVII, and there

is no relationship of a significant nature. Approximately

one-third reported higher salaries with shorthand knowledge,

while two-thirds reported shorthand did not result in higher

salaries. At the .05 level of significance, there was no

relationship between salary and size of entity.
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TABLE XXV

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF EXECUTIVE SECRETARIES WHO USED ONE
METHOD OR BOTH SHORTHAND AND DICTAPHONE AT CURRENT POSITION

MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
METHODS NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

ONE 56 75.7 18 24.3 74 73.3

BOTH 20 74.1 7 25.9 27 26.7

TOTAL 76 75.2 25 24.8 101 100.0

chi-square= .02724 d f= 1, significance= .86890

TABLE XXVI

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF REWARD ASPECTS OF SHORTHAND
KNOWLEDGE, ACCORDING TO AREA

DALLAS PMSA TARRANT COUNTY TOTAL
ANSWER NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

YES 21 70.0 9 30.0 30 30.9

NO 53 79.1 14 20.9 67 69.1

TOTAL 74 76.3 19 23.7 97 100.0

chi-square- .94955, df= 1, significance= .32983
*Four respondents did not answer due to lack of information.
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When Shorthand Was Introduced

Research question number seven asked where the

executive level secretary was introduced to shorthand. For

the purposes of analysis, all categories were combined into

two main categories, which were high school or college.

These locations were then analyzed according to the size of

entities. This analysis is somewhat biased, due to the fact

that seventeen of the executive level secretaries did not

respond.

Several interesting results come from this

analysis. Seventy-five percent of the respondents

interviewed had been introduced to shorthand during their

high school years. Forty, or 47.6 percent, were introduced

to shorthand during their senior year of high school. This

response might be drastically different in five years, since

shorthand has been dropped from many high school

curriculums. The size of the entity had no significant

relationship as to when shorthand training was begun.
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TABLE XXVII

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF SHORTHAND RESULTING IN
A HIGHER SALARY, ACCORDING TO ENTITY SIZE

MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
ANSWER NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

YES 22 73.3 8 26.7 30 30.9

NO 52 77.6 15 22.4 67 69.1

TOTAL 74 76.3 23 23.7 97 100.0

chi-square= .20971 df= 1, significance= .64700
*Four respondents did not know salary data.

TABLE XXVIII

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF WHERE SHORTHAND WAS INTRODUCED
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF ENTITY

MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
LEVEL NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

HIGH
SCHOOL 48 76.2 15 23.8 63 62.4

COLLEGE
PLUS 28 73.7 10 26.3 38 37.6

TOTAL 76 75.2 25 24.8 101 100.0

chi-square= .07994 df= 1, significance= .771738

I . 1-9, row-M.-Imm 
I
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Length of Training Time

Research question number eight is closely related

to the previous question. It addresses the length of time

necessary to master the skill of shorthand. This chi-square

analysis was done in relation to levels of education

attained. For the purpose of analysis, all time frames for

mastering shorthand were placed into two categories--one

year, or two or more years. Twenty-five secretaries did not

respond to this question. The interesting results are that

59.4 percent of the executive level secretaries stated that

they mastered the skill of shorthand within 36 weeks or

less. There was no significant relationship at .05 level of

significance.

TABLE XXIX

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF TIME TO MASTER SHORTHAND
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF EDUCATION

HIGH BUS. ASSOC. ASSOC.
SCHOOL COLLEGE DEGREE PLUS TOTAL

TIME # #% # #

ONE
YEAR 14 23.3 13 21.7 14 23.3 19 31.7 60 59.4

TWO OR
MORE 12 29.3 9 22.0 10 24.4 10 24.4 41 40.6

TOTAL 26 25.7 22 21.8 24 23.8 29 28.7 101 100.0

chi-square= .79476, df= 3, significance= .85072

-F-
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English Skills

The ninth research question was used to determine

the type of English student the executive level secretary

had been in school. The chi-square test was done according

to the size of employer. The results are reported in Table

XXX. Some of the respondents were hesitant to grade

themselves, which accounts for the twelve missing

observations. Of those who did respond, 88.8 percent were

of a positive nature and considered themselves good English

students. The respondents who answered negatively said they

realized very early in their secretarial careers the need to

improve their English skills and took positive action to

achieve the desired results.

TABLE XXX

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF QUALITY OF ENGLISH
STUDENT BY ENTITY SIZE

MAJOR ENTITY SMALL ENTITY TOTAL
LEVEL NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT NUMBER PERCENT

GOOD 61 77.2 18 22.8 79 88.8

POOR 5 50.0 5 50.0 10 11.2

TOTAL 66 74.2 23 25.8 89 100.0

chi-square= 3.43058 df= 1, significance= .06400

This concludes Part II of the data analysis. Nine

research questions were tested in this chapter for
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statistical significance. None of these research questions

were found to be statistically significant at the .05 level

of significance. Chapter V presents a summary of the

findings,.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter the problems of this study will be

summarized. In addition, the purposes, procedures, methods,

and findings of this study will be also summarized.

Summary

The problem of this study was to determine the need for

shorthand training by executive level secretaries employed

by major employers in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

Secondary to this purpose was to determine the degree

and level of skill necessary in training to assure

efficiency in the workplace as related to shorthand

curriculums.

Purposes

The purposes of this study were: (1) to assess the

demand for secretaries who use manual shorthand, (2) to

evaluate curriculum needs for high school and junior college

secretarial programs based on the study's findings, (3) to

determine the relevancy of shorthand training, and (4) to

develop a survey instrument which addresses specific

73
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concerns of the need for shorthand-trained secretaries.

Methods and Procedures

Data for this study were collected by personal

interviews. The interviews were conducted according to a

prepared interview guideline that was approved by Dr.

McLeod. Letters were mailed out to 200 major employers

soliciting their cooperation in this research project.

Fifty-two percent of the major employers responded to the

letter. Of the 104 responses, 101 agreed to participate in

the study, which represents a 98 percent participation.

Only major employers were considered for this research

project. A large percentage of these employers represented

the public sector. These employers included most of the

city governments, county governments, hospital districts,

federal government, and independent school districts within

the research area.

Executive level secretaries were identified in each of

the 101 major employers who agreed to take part in the

study. These secretaries were stratified by area and size

of entity. No random selection was attempted, as every

entity who responded favorably to the study was included in

the research project.

Collection and Analysis of the Data

The data were organized and entered into the mainframe
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in the Computer Center at the University of North Texas.

The Chi-Square Test of Independence was used to test

statistical relationships and differences at the .05 level

of significance.

Major Findings

The major findings for this study are as follows:

1. Shorthand was used by 55.4 percent of the

secretaries who qualified and cooperated in this study.

Dictating-transcribing equipment was used by 47.5 percent of

the secretaries.

2. Out of 101 secretaries, 37.8 percent indicated

shorthand was a requirement for their present secretarial

position, and 62.2 percent indicated shorthand was not a

requirement for their present secretarial position.

3. The system of shorthand that was most frequently

used was Gregg. The respondents who used the Gregg system

represented 55.6 percent of the executive level secretaries

who use shorthand.

4. Seventeen, or 33.3 percent, of the executive level

secretaries in the study felt that speeds of 80 words per

minute allowed them to function effectively. The required

speed of shorthand for most executive level secretaries was

80 words per minute. The speed of 80 words per minutes

meets the requirement for 76.9 percent of the executive
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level secretaries who have positions that require shorthand.

5. When the question of testing was asked, only 31

percent of the secretaries responded that their shorthand

skills were tested.

6. Sixty-seven of the executive level secretaries who

were interviewed replied that the skill of shorthand did not

bring the reward of a higher salary. This response

represents 69.1 percent of the secretaries who were

interviewed.

7. The dictaphone was used by 48 percent of the

executive level secretaries who were interviewed.

8. The executive level secretaries were asked how long

they had been at their present position. Seventy-five

percent had been at their present position eight years or

less.

9. Seventy-five percent of the executive level

secretaries were introduced to shorthand in high school.

10. Of the executive level secretaries, 78.9 percent

said they had mastered shorthand in thirty-six weeks or

less. The same percent and time frame occurred when asked

about the length of time needed to master transcription.

11. The question regarding education level showed that

82.2 percent of the executive level secretaries had less

than a baccalaureate degree.

12. When responding to the question as to where they

had received their secretarial training, 41 percent
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responded on the job.

13. Seventy-one percent of the respondents obtained

dictaphone training on the job.

14. Mastery of the dictaphone was accomplished in one

week or less by 86.9 percent of the respondents.

15. The typing speed when introduced to the dictaphone

was 60 words per minute or greater, according to 86.4

percent of the respondents.

16. The response to English skills resulted in 87.8

percent describing themselves as being good English

students, while 11.1 percent said they had not been strong

English students. The 11.1 percent who said that they were

not strong English students, also stated that they realized

early in their careers this deficiency would be a detriment

and took steps to correct the deficiency in various ways.

17. When asked to rank skills in order of importance,

English skills were ranked highest by 35.1 percent of the

executive level secretaries interviewed. The skill' that was

ranked first by 20.6 percent of the respondents was

organization, while 18.6 percent of the respondents ranked

people skills first.

18. No significant relationship was found between the

use of shorthand and the location of the entity at the .05

level of significance. Furthermore, no significant

relationship was found between the use of shorthand and the

entity size. The statistics seem to indicate that Tarrant
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County is a microcosm of the Dallas PMSA.

19. No significant relationship was found between the

requirement for shorthand and the location of the entity at

the .05 level of significance. Also, no significant

relationship could be found between the size of entity and

the requirement for shorthand.

20. No significant relationship was found between the

use of only one method of shorthand or dictaphone, or using

both methods according to location. HeweverT,~~i &significnt

reltonshp aewas

enl-arged-t1 -.1Y58. The majority of executive level

secretaries in both locations use only one method, while

26.7 percent of secretaries in both locations use both

methods. Furthermore, no significant relationship was found

between the size of company and the number of methods used.

21. No significant relationship was found between

location and reward for shorthand skill. The results were

the same when comparing entity size to reward for skill.

22. No significant difference was found between the

relationship of size of entity and assistance of shorthand

in performing current duties.

23. No significant relationship was found between the

size of entity and when the executive level secretary was

introduced to shorthand. However, 75 percent of the

executive level secretaries were introduced to shorthand in

high school. The indication is that a major proportion of
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secretaries obtained shorthand-training in high school.

24. There was no significant relationship between the

size of entity and a positive response to the question

regarding the type of English student the secretary had

been. Eighty-eight percent answered they had been good

English students.

Other Findings

These findings were not tested for significance, but

were deemed important.

25. Secretaries reported that the boss they had was

the biggest determining factor in how often they used their

shorthand. The most frequent duty which required shorthand

was correspondence as reported by 57.7 percent of the

respondents. However, secretaries frequently replied that

they used their shorthand skills for rough outlines of

letters instead of word-for-word dictation and then composed

the letters from outlines for the boss's signature.

Secretaries did reply that car telephones had brought on the

advent of telephone dictation from the boss's car telephone.

26. A significant number of the executive level

secretaries interviewed indicated that their shorthand skill

was used primarily to assist in personal time management.

27. The majority of the secretaries interviewed used

the Gregg system of shorthand.

28. Seventy-five of the executive level secretaries
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interviewed had mastered shorthand.

Implications

Based on the data gathered from the executive level

secretaries who participated in this study, the following

implications relative to business education curriculum at

the high school and the junior college level were evident:

1. A secretary employed by a major entity does not

necessarily use shorthand and machine transcription on the

job.

2. The majority of the executive level secretaries use

shorthand.

3. Furthermore, the length of time the majority of

secretaries needed to master machine transcription was less

than one week. Therefore, more time should be allotted to

the development of good shorthand skills and less time

should be devoted to teaching machine transcription skills.

4. Since three-fourths of the secretaries who have

attained the level of executive secretary according to the

study have mastered shorthand, the indication is that every

executive level secretarial curriculum should include a

course in shorthand. The length of time necessary to master

the skill of shorthand as indicated by the majority of

respondents is 36 weeks. Two semesters of shorthand should

be adequate to meet the needs of the work place.

5. The majority of the executive level secretaries who
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were interviewed were overwhelmed that schools did not

stress time management in their curriculum. The assistance

that good shorthand skills give to a secretary appeared to

be essential to the majority of executive level secretaries

interviewed.

6. The majority of executive level secretaries felt

that shorthand skills were used as- a major screening tool by

the workplace in looking for prospective employees.

7. Employers on the executive level consistently

resisted the use of mechanical equipment, the major reason

being its lack of instant feedback.

Conclusions

1. The majority of executive level secretaries

employed by major employers in the Dallas-Fort Worth area

use the skill of manual shorthand to perform some of their

secretarial duties. However, there appears to be a

difference in the way they use their shorthand and the way

they were trained to use it, mainly in taking dictation and

transcribing word-for-word. The findings of this study did

not develop the uses of shorthand as done in the Barnes'

study.

2. Shorthand had been taken and mastered by seventy-

five percent of the executive level secretaries interviewed.

However, the time spent on the job using the skill of

shorthand was not addressed in this research project. Also,
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the uses of the skill were not explored in this study.

3. The secretaries interviewed indicated that

shorthand falicitated time management, such as taking

telephone messages, notes, and instructions.

4. The consensus of opinion was that the method the

boss used to handle correspondence was the determining

factor in either use of manual shorthand or dictating-

transcribing equipment. The majority of executive level

secretaries said that they composed most of the

correspondence with some special instructions of data to be

included.

5. The majority of secretaries interviewed indicated

that shorthand was not a requirement for their job; however,

the skill of shorthand enabled them to perform their job

more effectively.

6. The majority of the secretaries felt that a

shorthand speed of 80 words per minute allowed them to

function very effectively in the work place; therefore,

speed requirements and shorthand training might be modified

to reflect this skill level.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made on the basis of

this study:

1. Shorthand should be included in the secretarial

curriculum at the high school and junior college level since
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this study found that a majority of secretaries employed by

major employers in the Dallas-Fort Worth area used manual

shorthand in the performance of their secretarial duties.

2. Capable students should be encouraged to enter the

secretarial field since there is a need for qualified

secretaries in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. Furthermore,

this is.a career that offers prospects of continued

employment and future career growth. The skills that a

qualified secretary possess are easily transferred from

industry to industry and from location to location.

3. Students who are interested in attaining the level

of executive secretary in the Dallas-Fort Worth area will

find shorthand a useful and beneficial skill.

4. Major emphasis should be placed on English skills

for all students entering secretarial programs. Effective

writing skills must be taught to secretarial students.

5. Secretarial students should be encouraged to

receive two semesters of shorthand instruction. This

shorthand instruction should reflect the way shorthand is

used in the modern workplace. According to this study,

secretaries use their shorthand skills for personal notes,

telephone messages, and instructions about fifty percent of

the time.

6. Business educators should assess the methodology of

instruction in the secretarial curriculum at the high school

and the junior college level since more secretaries received
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their shorthand instruction at these levels.

7. Additional research should be conducted to

determine if secretaries who work in small entities need and

use the skill of shorthand in the same proportion as

executive level secretaries who are employed by major

employers.

8. In five years, another survey would be beneficial

to determine if shorthand is still needed in the secretarial

curriculum.
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APPENDIX A

February 2, 1990

xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

Dear

In order to determine secretarial curriculum for the future,
I am conducting a survey to assess the need to include
shorthand in the secretarial training program. This study
is being done under the direction of Dr. Pat McLeod at the
University of North Texas, Denton, Texas.

I plan to contact the major employers in the Dallas Primary
Metropolitan Statistical Area and Tarrant County. Would you
be good enough to furnish the name of a person in your firm
who has information on job descriptions and numbers of
secretaries your firm employs. A secretary for the purpose
of this study is defined as an executive assistant who
possesses a mastery of office skills, demonstrates the
ability to assume responsibility without direct supervision,
exercises initiative and judgment, and makes decisions
within the scope of assigned authority. All names will be
held in confidence and used only for this study.

These names may be sent to me at 305 San Mateo, Irving,
Texas 75062, or you may call me at (214) 717-3852. Your
cooperation will be appreciated.

Sincerely

Sarah Hale
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APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW GUIDE

(Executive Secretary)

1. Do you use manual shorthand to perform any duties at
your current position?

2. If the answer to question one is yes, what system to
you use?

3. If the answer to question one is no, why do you not use
manual shorthand?

4. If the answer to question one is no, do you feel that
the knowledge of a manual shorthand system would assist you
in your secretarial duties?

5. If you use manual shorthand, what is the top speed
necessary for you to operate effectively in your present
position?

6. What specific duties involve the use of manual
shorthand?

7. Was shorthand a requirement for your present position
and what was the minimum speed required?

8. Were your shorthand skills tested by your present
employer?

9. If the answer to question eight was yes, what kind of
test was given?

10. In your company, does knowledge of shorthand bring the
reward of a higher starting salary?

11. Do you use a dictaphone?

12. If the answer to question eleven is no, do you foresee
in the near future the use of dictaphone equipment in your
office?

13. How long have you been in your present position?
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14. At what level of schooling, were you first introduced
to shorthand?

15. How long did it take you to master the skill of
shorthand?

16. How long did it take you to master transcription skills
from shorthand notes?

17. What level of education have you attained?

18. Where did you get your secretarial training?

19. If the answer to question eleven is yes, at what level
of schooling were you first introduced to the dictaphone?

20. What was your typing speed at the time you began
dictaphone instruction?

21. How long did it take you to master dictaphone
equipment?

22. What type of English student were you in high school?

23. Rank in order of importance the skills you feel are
necessary for success as an executive secretary.
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APPENDIX C

Secretaries' Comments

These comments were made voluntarily by the executive
level secretaries interviewed:

1. "Communication is the most important skill a
secretary can have."

2. "Computer education is ongoing and vital."

3. "1 feel my position is one of administrative
assistant, more than secretarial."

4. "1 feel this is a dead-end position.."

5. "My computer training consisted of four and a half
days in-house."

6. "Computer skills are very necessary, especially
Lotus."

7. "Common sense is always an asset."

8. "Willingness to learn and self-discipline are
attributes that contribute to success in the
secretarial field."

9. "Effective and pleasant telephone communication is
a must."

10. "Young people have a problem with their attitude
and work ethic."

11. "Computer training consisted of one week on the
job, classroom style."

12. "Organization skills are inherent."

13. "Word processing consisted of no formal training--
all on the job."

14. "Has not had one day unemployment since completing
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secretarial training."

15. "My entire career has been based on a high school
typing class, and I have supported myself."

16. "I was fortunate to have a wonderful, working
partner who helped me improve my English
skills."

17. "My greatest asset is skill in handling people on
the telephone."

18. "'Dress is important in the workplace, and must be
appropriate."

19. "It is important for an executive secretary to be
able to prioritize for herself and for her
boss."

20. "Computer training was learned on the job."

21. "Many of my contemporaries have used their
executive level secretarial positions as
stepping-stones to management positions;
however, I have preferred to continue
as an executive level secretary."

22. "My position in the company requires that I handle
situations of a personal nature from time to
time. I must also set an example for other
employees within the entity."

23. "I am fortunate that my company offers continuing
education that affords me the opportunity for
advancement."

24. "I feel that every five years of experience allows
me to handle a higher position."

25. "I must be able to make decisions when the boss is
not available."

26. "Teamwork is essential."
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